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The remaining gallery space is dedicated to a lively and
non-linear visual reflection of remarkable societal change in
Australia. Beginning with works dating from the early 1900s,
it spans an arc of time that charts radical shifts in society
relating to gender, race and operations of power: From
challenging notions of masterpieces and singular works of
art within the Western canon, forged by (mostly male)
individuals, through modernist fragmentation and
abstraction, to post-object and conceptual art in the
‘expanded field’.3

Edith Trethowan, Adam Fig, c.1928 - 29, wood engraving, 18.1 x 17.8cm.

Paper Cut is an exhibition of works on paper from UWA’s
Cruthers Collection of Women’s Art. The ‘cut’ in the title
refers both to technique and to the incisive commentary
of the works on display. This exhibition concentrates in
large part on the collection’s strong holding of political
posters from the 1970s, with a particular focus on feminist
posters by the remarkable activist, artist and academic,
Ann Newmarch. From the late 1960s experimental
art workshops and alternate community spaces were
established in Australia, and here politics was discussed
and radical art emerged. Strident, stark and powerful
posters were produced with strong graphics and text that
were often humorous, overtly political and with cutting
commentary at a time of significant societal shifts.
The Whitlam Labour government was elected in December
1972. In the same month conscription ceased, draft
resistors were released from gaol and all Australian troops
were returned from Vietnam by early 1973.1 For many
Australians, the election of Whitlam held the promise of
significant legislative reform, particularly as it related to
issues of race and gender.2 Jude Adams, in her two collage
works, presents the progressive thinking of Whitlam
countered by the beer-swilling ‘ocker Aussie’ figure and
conservative uniformity of much of Australian suburbia. The
dismissal of the Whitlam government in 1975 is aligned with
a fascist coup. The political outcry expressed in Adams’
works is raw, powerful and particular in its fury. Such
expression is also evident in Newmarch’s hand-coloured
screenprints. Colour Me Bold – Queen of Hearts, 1977,
presents a playing card replete with symbolism of
femininity, solidarity and creativity, featuring the enigmatic
face of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. The allegorical
female is breast-feeding a baby and raises her fist in a
gesture of female resistance. The productivity, comradery
and creativity of a community of women contrasts with in
the patriarchal hierarchy as described in Colour Me Out –
The Death Card. Here, the features of the then prime
minister, Malcolm Fraser, are merged with images of death
and destruction: shovels reference uranium mining, and
nuclear clouds abound in the Australian coat of arms.

Genres of art relegated to the ‘domestic’ – such as flower
studies, portraits of individuals in the home, and still lifes also present opportunities through which artists extend
traditional genres and provide critical commentary. Joy
Hester, Ruth Tuck, and Nola Farman utilise apertures, such
as mirrors, windows or doors, as framing devices to present
a fragmented version of a visual reality. Hester’s [Figure with
doll], c.1948, describes a bleak domestic environment in
which an infantilised figure clutches a spectral doll-like
form, both compressed by the wallpapered wall. The one
small window to the room is barred, with no chance of
observing life outside. This painting is replete with symbols
of female entrapment that refer to structures of family and
tradition. Hester’s [Figure with doll] and [Lovers], c.1949
bear oppressive psychological overtones - an intensity that
is shared by many works in this exhibition.
The modernist grid of Western culture was the site for
radical abstraction, with an emphasis upon a purity of form
and the presentation of idealised space. The grid provides
possibilities for a purely formal exploration, but is also
visual shorthand for explorations of societal repression and
silencing. Rhonda Unrupa Dick and TextaQueen use rowdy
images that incorporate text to powerfully represent their
peers and forcefully locate them in public life. Dick lives and
works on Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands (APY
Lands) and uses written forms of Pitjantjatjara language to
speak for, and to, her community. She depicts powerful
women who have to negotiate difficult social and cultural
issues as a result of entrenched inequity and racism that are
the legacy of Australia’s colonial past. Similarly, TextaQueen
uses fibre-tipped pens (a choice of medium that is defiantly
ordinary and readily available) to create vibrant and
empowering portraits that incorporate text in the form of
written quotes from sitters, as seen in Nobody knows what it
really looks like (Raquel), 2001.
An entirely new selection of collection works dedicated to
engagements with landscape will open from 17 April 2021.
What is evident is the post-modern legacy of dissolved
sculptural form and hybrid genres of art, as seen within
Susannah Castleden’s, Filtered visions III, 2003 and Teelah
George’s drawing, Cheese Tin Creek, 2014. Both artists
compress and distort multiple representations of landscape
in their minimal realisations, punctuating the picture plane
with the addition of small and repeated three-dimensional
elements. George has pushed small mounds of tack onto
the paper so that the composition expands outwards with
porous and changing boundaries as pieces drop to rest on
the lower frame over time.

The boundaries and borders of art forms continue to shift,
just as the role of the artist is constantly in flux. Maria Kozic
tests all boundaries in a seamless movement across genres
as artist, musician, writer and producer. Hers is a serious
strategy of subversion and parody that is often humorous.
For example, her lyrics to ‘Masterpieces’ from the album
Viral Pulse, produced in collaboration with Philip Brophy
in 1992, mock the mythology around 20th century creative
‘masters’ of the Western art canon and notions of the
original, authentic and unique work of art:
C’mon – shake it baby
C’mon – be a jerk
C’mon – we all know it’s real hard work
All hail the beef – hail the masterpiece
Kozic appears in the Pulse music video and on the Viral
Pulse album cover as a cyborg with mechanical arm,
holding a ray gun and dressed in silver lycra.4 Presented
as such, Kozic is a creative machine able to produce many
works of art across multiple formats. While it is both an
ironic and critical position, it also acknowledges Kozic’s
remarkable capacity to exploit new technologies as she
critiques power structures in popular culture.

Ruth Tuck, The bathroom mirror (self portrait), 1976, watercolour, 44 x 54 cm.
© artist’s estate

Artists included in Paper Cut demonstrate the inherent
advantages of paper as a medium; it being readily
accessible, flexible, adaptive and ephemeral. The resulting
broad range of subject matter includes biting social
critique, often aimed to cause discomfort and to encourage
viewers to engage with issues, to physically commit to
occupying public space and protest. For much of the
twentieth century, it is the medium of paper (and printing)
that has allowed for the wide dissemination of a greater
diversity of ideas and experiences. Though paper may
appear lightweight and seemingly innocuous, in the hand
of artists it becomes a powerful tool for both creativity and
social change.
Lee Kinsella
Curator
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https://www.whitlam.org/whitlam-legacy-human-rights#end-ofconscription-and-freeing-of-draft-resisters, accessed 30 January 2021.
Another early action by Whitlam was the creation of the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs.
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Key advances included Whitlam’s symbolic returning of land to
Gurindji elder Vincent Lingiari in 1975 (their land rights were legally
granted 11 years later) following the 1966 Wave Hill walk-off; the
appointment of the first women’s advisor to an Australian Prime
Minister, Ann Reid, in April 1973; and also in 1973, a new statutory body,
the Australia Council for the Arts, was created with vastly increased
budget for the arts and positioned artists as key decision makers.
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Krauss, E., ‘Sculpture in the Expanded Field’, October, vol. 9, pp. 30-44.
In this essay Krauss describes the emergence of new and hybrid forms
of sculpture in text and visual terms.
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http://www.philipbrophy.com/projects/mariakozicmksound/infoM.
html, accessed 1 February 2021.

Toni Robertson, Sites of power [exhibition poster], 1984,
screenprint, 48.6 x 73.4cm. © the artist
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Works on paper from the Cruthers Collection of Women’s Art
27 February – 10 April 2021
Posters, still lifes and portraiture
Ann Newmarch, Barbara Brash, Barbara Hanrahan, Bea
Maddock, Edith Trethowan, Eveline Syme, Helen Eager, Joy
Hester, Jude Adams, Julia Church (Another Planet), Margaret
Preston, Mary Macqueen, Mary Moore, Memnuna Vila-Bogdanich,
Miriam Stannage, Nancy Grant, Nola Farman, Pamela Brañas
(Redletter Press), Pamela Harris, Rhonda Dick, Rina Franz,
Ruth Tuck, Susan Norrie, TextaQueen, Toni Robertson, Vicki
Varvaressos, Vivienne Shark LeWitt, Vivonne Thwaites, Women’s
Domestic Needlework Group, Yoshiko Tsushima

Joy Hester, [Figure with doll], c.1948, watercolour,
68.5 x 59.3cm. © Joy Hester/COPYRIGHT AGENCY 2021

17 April – 5 June 2021
Posters and engagements with landscape
Alison Alder, Ann Newmarch, Barbara Brash, Barbara Haddy, Beatrice Darbyshire, Carol Porter (Red
Planet), Dora Chapman, Dorrit Black, Edith Trethowan, Elizabeth Cummings, Emma Minnie Boyd, Erin
Coates, Eveline Kotai, Eveline Syme, Fiona MacDonald, Helen Grace, Isabel McWhannell, Janet Dawson,
Julia Church (Another Planet), Julie Dixon, Julie Gough, Kylie Wilkinson, Lesbia Thorpe, Lyn Finch, Maria
Kozic, Margaret Preston, Marian Ellis Rowan, Mary Macqueen, Mary Moore, Michele Elliot, Micky Allan,
Mini Graff, Miriam Stannage, Mutsuko Bonnardeaux, Nat Thomas, Pam Debenham, Rima Zabaneh,
Rose Walker, Rosella Namok, Sally Robinson, Shirley Purdie, Susanna Castleden, Teelah George, Toni
Robertson, Una Foster, Wendy Black (Redletter Press)
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TextaQueen, Me (Arlene TextaQueen), 2001, fibre tipped pen on cotton paper, 100 x 70 cm.
The collection includes work by women and non-binary artists. © the artist
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Ann Newmarch, Colour Me Bold - The Queen of Hearts, 1977, handcoloured screenprint, 91.5 x 65.3cm.
© Ann Newmarch/COPYRIGHT AGENCY 2021
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